Government of Ukraine
End of February-March 2014

Ministers

Governmental bodies

Economy
Prosecutor
Security

National Bank Governor
Prosecutor General
National Security Council Secretary
Defense
Internal affairs
Justice
Foreign affairs
Economy
Finance
Energy
Infrastructure
Agrarian
Environment
Social
Health
Education
Culture
Youth & Sports

First Vice Prime Minister
Prime Minister
Vice Prime Minister

Acting President
Oleksandr Turchynov
Arseni
Yatsenyuk
Volodymyr Groysman

Prime Minister
Oleksandr Sych

Prime Minister

Vitaliy Yarema

Regional Governors

Regions/oblast in order of wealthiest income. The autonomous region Crimea and cities Kiev and Sevastopol are not included.

-main sources: Wikipedia and Kyiv Post. For regional governors: http://www.worldstatesmen.org/Ukraine_prov.html. In general political parties are oriented towards personal affiliation rather than ideology with the exception of the fascist party Svoboda. The many oligarchs and their closely related persons in the government and as governors is here indicated with its own color, instead of a neutral technocratic or party color. There are quite a few more connections to oligarchs than indicated here. Maidan activists have received many governmental posts. When they are linked to the far right sector as leaders or supporters of Bandera and Dnitsov their color is black, otherwise yellow. The initiator of Ukraine-NATO working group is indicated with a NATO flag.
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